CALL OF INTEREST

The online symposium “The Culinary Recipe from the XIIth to the XVIth centuries (Europe, Islam, Far East)" will be held from 17th to 29th May 2021. This is both the conclusive conference of the international research program CoReMA (Cookery Recipes of the Middle Ages: Corpus, analysis, visualisation) and the first act of the Micrologus Conference supported by UAI and POLEN laboratory "Between workshop and court: The recipe from the XIIth to the XVIth centuries (Europe, Islam, Far East)". The second act of the Micrologus conference will be held in 2022.

Between the XIIth and XVIth centuries, the recipe was probably one of the most usual ways to spread scientific and technical knowledge in Western Europe as in Islamic and Eastern countries. These recipes are common to such different knowledges as medicine and cookery, alchemy and magic, dyeing, metallurgy and cosmetics. A large number of recipe books are still preserved in libraries all around the world: for the only western medieval cookery, we can estimate the existing recipes at more than 15 000.

It is sometimes difficult to find and often to interpret old recipes, which are always at the intersection of norms and practices. That is the reason why they need multidisciplinary approaches, which are the only ones that can allow us to understand their structure and their content. Research in all fields must be supported by digital humanities methods and findings need to be published open access to foster the reuse of knowledge. Their study must combine codicology and philology, textualization and implementation, and, as such, belongs to the history of techniques and culture, to the material or the sensory history.

Scholars must specify the status and establish the typologies of the recipe text: is it an organized collection or a simple compilation? Are the recipes isolated or embedded in a work with a completely different nature and goal? Also, special attention must be paid to the textual and material support: manuscript or printed book on parchment or paper, complete volume or scattered quires, or even simple fragments: all these configurations let suppose multiple and diverse uses.

Writing the recipe includes the choice of an idiom – Latin or vernacular – which aims for different audiences and receptions. Complexity – or not – of the writing, eventual quantification of formulas, use of a specialized lexicon, construction of sentences that follows the technical process are to be taken in account. It is the case, also, for the relationships between the writing traditions of some recipe and the oral and gestural traditions that predated it and continue to surround it, probably creating some gap in the changing and perception of knowledge that these different traditions are supposed to transmit.
The border sometimes is fine between the “authors” who created the recipe as a written formula and the readers who enriched and adapted it to their own needs or simply commented and indexed it. Both can be professionals or amateurs. Thanks to recipe collections that have been bequeathed, sold or simply read, we can recount the spreading and circulation of recipes all around Europe or even between very distant worlds, such as Latin Europe, Islam and Far East. Intertextuality is realized by translations that must be examined carefully.

The link between recipe and practice is essential. It can be reached by multiple ways and sources, in which accounts, inventories and other lists are primordial. Thanks to a better scientific framework, now we can carefully combine text analysis and experimental archeology. The restitution or the reenactment allows to define the effects of the recipe, to study the way it was put into practice.

Iconography has not to be neglected in this kind of approach. The technical illustration of the text (images in the recipe) can be interesting, as well as the representation of technical processes in action (images of the recipe). The result of the recipes is a set of colors, smells, flavors and textures, which can be specific to a period, a civilization or an area. Studying the influences and exchanges between European and non-European recipes is an essential point.

Fields of Interest
- cooking recipes and cooking recipe collections
- recipes and recipe collections in various languages
- contexts of production and dissemination
- authors and readers
- cultural exchange through the recipe
- cooking recipe vs. cooking practice
- iconography and the cooking recipe
- editing the cooking recipe
- digital methods for researching the cooking recipe (encoding, data curation, …)
- knowledge dissemination (linked open data, semantic web, …)

Methods of presentation
- paper (20 minutes presentation +10 minutes discussion)
- panel (3-4 papers on one topic, 90 minutes)
- round table (topic + 5 minutes statements + discussion, total time 90 minutes)
- project slam (3 slides, 6 minutes)
- cooking workshop (recorded video of one recipe about 10 minutes + discussion)

Terms
- Virtual Conference hosted on Zoom
- Language: preferably in English (French is possible, but the contribution must be translated in English and the English text has to be sent to the organiser on 15 April 2021 (deadline)
- Scholarly background (or similar experience) needed
Papers, presentations, slides, video recordings handed in on 15 April 2021 (deadline)
Conference will be recorded and published on Youtube

Interested scholars, postdocs, or PhD and master students are invited to hand in a proposal for participation in one of the formats specified above. The focus should primarily be on the topics outlined above but proposals taking up additional relevant themes are highly welcome. Proposals must not exceed 500 words + 150 words for personal biography + organisational information for the formats panel and roundtable discussion. Proposals must be submitted until 15th of December 2020.

Scholars, postdocs, or PhD and master students who do not want to present a topic are also welcome to attend the symposion.

Dates
- 15.11.2020 - Publication of Call for Participation
- 15.12.2020 - Submission deadline
- 15.01.2021 - Invitation for participation
- 15.04.2021 - Submission deadline for presentation data
- From 17 To 29.05.2021 - Conference weeks

Organisation Committee
Denise ARDESI (University of Tours - CESR)
Helmut W. KLUG (University of Graz - ZIM)
Bruno LAURIIOUX (University of Tours - CESR)
Corentin POIRIER (University of Tours - CESR)

Contact:
colloque.recette.2020@gmail.com

Accepted participants:
- Denise Ardesi, CESR, Middle Ages Cooking recipes through the prism of the digital humanities
- Gianenrico Bernasconi, Univ. Neuchâtel, La mesure du temps dans les traités de cuisine et de chimie de l'époque moderne
- Loïc Bienassis, IEHCA, La mesure dans les livres de cuisine de l'époque moderne
- Astrid Böhm, ZIM, Transmission contexts of medieval German cooking recipes
- Antonella Campanini, USG Pollenzo, La recette de cuisine et son public dans l'Italie de la Renaissance
- Julia Eibinger, ZIM, Annotating cooking recipes with the CoReMA semantic model.
- Gilles Gasper, Univ. Durham, The first culinary collection of the Medieval West
- Hélène Jawhara-Piñer, CESR, La recette de cuisine andalouise au XIIIe siècle: reflet d'un multiculturalisme entre Juifs et Musulmans
- Helmut W. Klug, ZIM, The German medieval cooking recipe transmission: Is there an order in the chaos?
- Bruno Laurioux, CESR, The secrets of the cook: "tours de main" and tours de force in the collection of recipes from the XIIIth to the XVIIth centuries
- Yann Morel, UVSQ, Les recettes du cuisinier Hotin dans les manuscrits du Mesnagier de Paris: des recettes bourguignonnes?
- Fabian Müllers, CESR, Interpréter et réaliser des recettes culinaires médiévales au XXIe siècle
- Daniel Newman, Univ. Durham, The links between medicine and Arabic Medieval Cookery recipes
- Wendy Pfeffer, Philadelphia, Jean Bruyérin-Champier’s *De re cibaria as a Collection of Recipes*
- Eva Pibiri, UNIL, “Le Du Fait de Cuisine de Maître Chiquart (1420), la recette pour un banquet remarquable”
- Corentin Poirier, CESR, Entre compilation vernaculaire et discours savant: la recette de cuisine en latin (XIIe-XVe s.)
- Antoni Riera Melis, Univ. Barcelone, Les épices orientales et les condiments méditerranéens dans les recettes médiévales ibériques
- Christian Steiner, ZIM, Working with Linked Open Data and medieval cooking recipes: Examples from the CoReMA project
- Françoise Sabban, EHESS, Le premier réceptaire de cuisine chinois
- Limor Yungman, Medieval Culinary Recipe-poems in Arabic

**Find us:**
Project Website: [https://glossa.uni-graz.at/context:corema](https://glossa.uni-graz.at/context:corema)
Blog: [https://corema.hypotheses.org/](https://corema.hypotheses.org/)
YouTube channel: [https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSB1A5FALezDLWGbsCZ0Qjg](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSB1A5FALezDLWGbsCZ0Qjg)
Facebook: Programme Corema
Academia: [https://iehca.academia.edu/Corema](https://iehca.academia.edu/Corema)